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A base B for a ﬁnite permutation group G acting on a set Ω is
a subset of Ω with the property that only the identity of G can
ﬁx every point of B. We prove that a primitive diagonal group G
has a base of size 2 unless the top group of G is the alternating or
symmetric group acting naturally, in which case the minimal base
size of G is determined up to two possible values. We also prove
that the minimal base size of G satisﬁes a well-known conjecture
of Pyber. Moreover, we prove that if the top group of G does
not contain the alternating group, then the proportion of pairs
of points that are bases for G tends to 1 as |G| tends to inﬁnity.
A similar result for the case when the degree of the top group is
ﬁxed is given.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a ﬁnite permutation group acting on a set Ω . A base B for G is a non-empty subset
of Ω whose pointwise stabiliser is trivial. The base size of G is the minimal cardinality of a base
for G , and we denote this by b(G). Bases have been very useful in group theory, both theoretically in
bounding the size of a primitive permutation group (e.g. [2]) and computationally (surveyed in [38]).
Accordingly, much research has been done on bounding the base size of a primitive permutation
group (e.g. [23]).
Recently, it has been proved in [5,8–10,12,20,27] that if G is a ﬁnite almost simple primitive
permutation group, then b(G)  7 unless the action of G is standard, in which case the base size
is unbounded in general. (G has a standard action if G either has socle Am and acts on the set of
k-subsets or partitions of {1, . . . ,m}, or is a classical group that acts primitively on an orbit of sub-
spaces of its natural module.) This was conjectured to be the case by Cameron [11]. In fact, it is
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action of G is standard or G is one of 12 listed exceptions. Together with the work of J. James [21],
this classiﬁes the primitive actions of Am and Sm with base size 2. A similar result for primitive ac-
tions of almost simple classical groups is forthcoming in [6,7]. With the goal in mind of a theorem
classifying the primitive permutation groups that admit a base of size 2, we must therefore consider
the other types of primitive permutation groups as classiﬁed by the O’Nan–Scott Theorem [24]. These
types broadly consist of diagonal groups, twisted wreath products, wreath products, and aﬃne groups.
In this paper, we focus on groups of diagonal type. These primitive permutation groups are not often
studied, but they are important, especially to the base size 2 problem. This is because the base size
of a primitive diagonal group behaves much like the base size of an almost simple primitive permu-
tation group, in that the base size is either 2, or, for several explicitly given classes of groups, can be
unbounded.
Let T be a ﬁnite non-abelian simple group, and let k be an integer that is at least 2. A group
of diagonal type G with socle T k acts primitively on a set Ω(k, T ) with degree |T |k−1 and is a (not
necessarily split) extension of T k by a subgroup of Out(T ) × Sk; precise deﬁnitions will be given in
Section 2. The permutation group induced from the conjugation action of G on the k factors of T k is
called the top group of G and is denoted by PG . The group PG is either primitive in its action on k
points, or possibly trivial when k = 2, and it plays an important role in determining the base size of
G . Observe that if the top group PG does not contain the alternating group Ak , then we necessarily
have k  5 since Ak and Sk are the only primitive permutation groups of degree k when k < 5 (and
the only permutation groups when k = 2).
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a group of diagonal type with socle T k for some ﬁnite non-abelian simple group T . If
the top group PG is not the alternating group Ak or the symmetric group Sk, then b(G) = 2.
This is the best result we could hope for since a group of diagonal type never has a base of size 1.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is constructive, though it depends on a non-constructive result in [37]
which determines exactly when a primitive permutation group has a regular orbit on the power set
of the domain of its action. Note that as a consequence of [37], [20, Lemma 4.2] of Gluck, Seress and
Shalev constructs a base of size 3 for a group of diagonal type whose top group is neither alternating,
symmetric nor of degree less than 32.
The situation is markedly different, however, when the top group PG is either the alternating
group Ak or the symmetric group Sk . Observe that groups of diagonal type can be constructed for
any ﬁnite non-abelian simple group T and for arbitrarily large k.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a group of diagonal type with socle T k for some ﬁnite non-abelian simple group T
where the top group PG contains the alternating group Ak. If k 3 then
b(G) =
⌈
logk
log |T |
⌉
+ aG
where aG ∈ {1,2} and aG = 1 if |T |l < k  |T |l + |T | − 1 for some positive integer l. If k = 2, then b(G) = 3
when PG = 1, and b(G) ∈ {3,4} otherwise.
We will see in Proposition 3.12 that if either k = |T |, or if Inn(T )k  Sk  G and k is |T |l or |T |l −1
for some positive integer l, then aG = 2. Also, we give examples when k = 2 and PG = S2 of two
groups G with b(G) = 3 and two groups G with b(G) = 4 (see the end of Section 3). Thus Theorem 1.2
is essentially best possible. However, it remains unclear precisely when the two possibilities occur. In
particular, we do not know when b(G) = 2, though 2 < k < |T | is a necessary condition.
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 also allow us to prove a well-known conjecture of Pyber in the case
of diagonal type groups. For any ﬁnite permutation group G of degree n, it is easy to see that
log |G|/ logn  b(G); simply show that |G|  nb(G) by considering an appropriate chain of point-
wise stabilisers of base elements. Pyber [35] conjectured that there exists an absolute constant c for
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ample, almost simple groups with non-standard primitive actions satisfy Pyber’s conjecture because
their base sizes are bounded above by an absolute constant [12,20,27], and Benbenishty has veriﬁed
the conjecture for standard actions of almost simple groups (see [28] for a reference). Moreover, sol-
uble primitive permutation groups satisfy Pyber’s conjecture [36], as do certain other aﬃne primitive
permutation groups [19,29].
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a group of diagonal type. Then G satisﬁes Pyber’s conjecture. In fact,
b(G)
⌈
log |G|
logn
⌉
+ 2
where n is the degree of G.
We remark that although mention is made in [29] of a forthcoming paper by Seress in which
Pyber’s conjecture is proved for various primitive permutation groups including groups of diagonal
type, this paper did not appear. Moreover, in Gluck, Seress and Shalev [20], a base for groups of
diagonal type is constructed and it is claimed there that the argument can be improved to construct
a base of size log |G|/ logn + 3 (where G is a group of diagonal type with degree n), but the details
of the proof of this weaker result are not given.
Now we consider the probabilistic side of the theory. The result of [5,8–10,12,20,27] that b(G) 7
when G is an almost simple primitive permutation group with a non-standard action actually has a
stronger form. Cameron and Kantor [12] conjectured that for such groups G there exists an absolute
constant c with the property that the probability that a random c-tuple of points is a base for G
tends to 1 as the order of G tends to inﬁnity. In the same paper, Cameron and Kantor proved that
their conjecture is true with c = 2 when the socle of G is alternating. Liebeck and Shalev [27] then
proved the general conjecture for some undetermined constant c by using [20] and counting ﬁxed
points of elements. The constant c = 6 was ﬁnally established through work in [9,30]. We have an
analogous result for groups of diagonal type. The proof uses the method of counting ﬁxed points of
elements as in [27].
Theorem 1.4. Let G be a group of diagonal type with socle T k for some ﬁnite non-abelian simple group T ,
and suppose that the top group PG does not contain the alternating group Ak. Then the proportion of pairs of
points from Ω(k, T ) that are bases for G tends to 1 as |G| → ∞.
Similarly, we have a partial result that includes the case when the top group PG contains the
alternating group Ak . One consequence of this result is that for any ﬁxed k at least 5, there are only
ﬁnitely many groups of diagonal type with a degree k top group which do not have base size 2.
Theorem 1.5. Let G be a group of diagonal type with socle T k for some ﬁnite non-abelian simple group T
where k  5. The proportion of pairs of points from Ω(k, T ) that are bases for G tends to 1 if k is ﬁxed as
|G| → ∞.
Explicitly, Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 say the following. Let δ denote either the symbol ∞, or an integer
that is at least 5. If δ = ∞, let Dδ be the collection of those groups of diagonal type whose top group
is not alternating or symmetric, and if δ is an integer, let Dδ be the collection of those groups of
diagonal type whose top group has degree δ. For each δ, and for each G ∈Dδ with socle T k (where
k = δ if δ is an integer), let nδ(G) denote the proportion of ordered pairs (ω1,ω2) in Ω(k, T )2 for
which {ω1,ω2} is a base for G . Fix δ. Then for every ε > 0, there exists a natural number N such that
nδ(G) > 1− ε for every G ∈Dδ satisfying |G| > N .
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives some basic notation and describes the groups
of diagonal type in detail. Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are then proved in Section 3: Theorem 1.1 fol-
lows from Propositions 3.3 and 3.7, while Theorem 1.2 essentially follows from Propositions 3.8, 3.10
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comes at the end of that section. Note that Sections 3 and 4 are essentially independent of each
other. Note also that most of the results presented in this paper depend upon the classiﬁcation of the
ﬁnite simple groups.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper, all groups are ﬁnite and all actions and group homomorphisms are performed on the
right. Note that the CFSG refers to the classiﬁcation of the ﬁnite simple groups and that the notation
used to denote the ﬁnite simple groups is consistent with that of [22].
First we have some basic notation. Let X and Y be groups. We denote the semidirect product
of X and Y by X  Y ; note that under this notation, X is a normal subgroup of X  Y , Y acts
on X , and (x1, y
−1
1 )(x2, y2) = (x1xy12 , y−11 y2) for all (x1, y−11 ) and (x2, y2) in X  Y . If Y acts on
[m] := {1, . . . ,m}, then Y acts on Xm by permuting the coordinates; that is, the element y−1 of Y
maps (x1, . . . , xm) to (x1y , . . . , xmy ) for all (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Xm . This action deﬁnes the wreath product
Xm  Y , which we denote by X m Y . Moreover, if X is a permutation group on a set Ω , then X m Y
acts on Ωm by sending (ω1, . . . ,ωm) to (ω
x1y
1y , . . . ,ω
xmy
my ) for each (x1, . . . , xm)y
−1 ∈ X m Y . This is
called the product action. As is standard, we denote the stabiliser in X of the point ω ∈ Ω by Xω , the
conjugacy class of x ∈ X by xX , and the set of right cosets of the subgroup Y of X by (X : Y ). Note
that Am and Sm respectively denote the alternating group and the symmetric group on the set [m].
Also, if x, y ∈ X , then [x, y] = x−1 y−1xy, and if α ∈ Aut(X), we write α for the coset α Inn(X) in
the outer automorphism group Out(X). Lastly, the function log x denotes the natural logarithm unless
otherwise speciﬁed.
The following deﬁnitions for groups of diagonal type can be found in [24]. For an integer k  2
and a ﬁnite non-abelian simple group T , we deﬁne
W (k, T ) := {(α1, . . . ,αk)π ∈ Aut(T ) k Sk: α1 = αi for all i},
D(k, T ) := {(α, . . . ,α)π ∈ Aut(T ) k Sk},
Ω(k, T ) := (W (k, T ) : D(k, T )),
A(k, T ) := W (k, T ) ∩ Aut(T )k.
Note that W (k, T ) = A(k, T )  Sk and that W (k, T ) is an extension of T k by Out(T ) × Sk . Moreover,
W (k, T ) acts faithfully on the right coset space Ω(k, T ) since Inn(T )k is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of W (k, T ).
We say that a group G has diagonal type if there exist an integer k and a ﬁnite non-abelian simple
group T such that Inn(T )k  G W (k, T ) and G acts primitively on Ω(k, T ). Any such G has socle T k
and degree n := |T |k−1. Let G be a subgroup of W (k, T ) containing Inn(T )k , and let PG denote the
subgroup of Sk consisting of those π ∈ Sk for which there exists (α1, . . . ,αk) ∈ A(k, T ) such that
(α1, . . . ,αk)π ∈ G . Then G is a group of diagonal type if and only if either (i) PG is primitive on [k],
or (ii) k = 2 and PG = {1} (see [15, Theorem 4.5A]). In particular, W (k, T ) is a group of diagonal
type. Note that PG is permutation isomorphic to the image of the action of G on {T1, . . . , Tk} by
conjugation, where Ti is the i-th direct factor of Inn(T )k , since for any w := (α1, . . . ,αk)π ∈ W (k, T ),
we have w−1Tiw = Tiπ for all i ∈ [k]. The group PG is referred to as the top group of G . As long as the
context prevents any confusion, we write D , W and Ω for D(k, T ), W (k, T ) and Ω(k, T ) respectively.
Let us brieﬂy examine Ω . Its elements have the form ω := D(α1, . . . ,αk)π for some (α1, . . . ,
αk)π ∈ W . Now (αi, . . . ,αi)π ∈ D(k, T ) for any i ∈ [k], so ﬁxing i we see that ω = D(α−1iπ−1α1π−1 , . . . ,
1, . . . ,α−1
iπ−1αkπ−1) where 1 is in the i-th coordinate. Since αl = α j for all l and j, elements of Ω
actually have the form D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ), where for each t ∈ T , the map ϕt : T → T is deﬁned to be
conjugation by t . Moreover, every element of Ω has |T | representatives in Inn(T )k , and for each
element of Ω , we may choose one coordinate to be any element of Inn(T ) should we wish to do so.
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entries in Inn(T ) yields the |T |k−1 elements of Ω .
3. Base sizes for diagonal type groups
For this section, let G be a group of diagonal type with socle T k where T is a ﬁnite non-abelian
simple group. Note that for g ∈ G and B ⊂ Ω , the set Bg is a base for G precisely when B is a base.
(Indeed, this is true for any action.) Thus by transitivity there is no loss of generality in restricting
our attention to those subsets of Ω that contain D . We begin by determining the pointwise stabiliser
in G of any two-element subset of Ω containing D .
Lemma 3.1. Let ω := D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ) ∈ Ω and write ti, j for t−1i t j . Then for any j0 ∈ [k], we have Gω ∩ D =
{(α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G: ti, j0α = tiπ, j0π for all i}.
Proof. Fix j0 ∈ [k]. Then (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G ﬁxes ω if and only if ϕt j0αϕ−1t j0π = ϕtiαϕ
−1
tiπ for all i. This is
equivalent to ϕti, j0α = αϕtiπ, j0π for all i. Evaluating this last expression at t for each t ∈ T , we see that
it is equivalent to the statement that (ti, j0α)(tiπ, j0π )−1 centralises tα for all t ∈ T . Since the centre
of T is trivial, the proof is complete. 
Lemma 3.1 then has the following useful, easy corollary.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G ﬁxes D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ) ∈ Ω . If there exists j0 for which t j0 and t j0π
are trivial, then tiα = tiπ for all i.
Lemma 3.1 motivates the following notation. For ω := D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ) ∈ Ω , let Oω denote the k×k
matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is the order of ti, j = t−1i t j . If (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ Gω , then since ti, j0α = tiπ, j0π
for all i and for any ﬁxed j0 by Lemma 3.1, the j0π -th column of Oω must be a permutation of the
entries of the j0-th column. Note that Oω is a symmetric matrix whose diagonal entries are all 1.
Now we prove Theorem 1.1 for k > 32. The proof relies mainly on a theorem of Seress [37] which
determines precisely when a regular orbit on the power set of the domain of a primitive action exists;
his work is based on work by Cameron, Neumann and Saxl [13] who proved using the CFSG that such
a regular orbit exists for all but ﬁnitely many degrees so long as the action is not the natural action
of the alternating or symmetric group. Note that the result of [37], as mentioned in the Introduction,
can be applied to [20, Lemma 4.2] of Gluck, Seress and Shalev to construct a base of size 3 for a
group of diagonal type whose top group has degree at least 33 and does not contain the alternating
group (and a larger base otherwise). However, the proof of Proposition 3.3 below proceeds somewhat
differently to construct a base of size 2.
Proposition 3.3. If Ak  PG and k > 32, then b(G) = 2.
Proof. Since PG is primitive and does not contain Ak , and also since k > 32, [37, Theorem 1] implies
that [k] can be partitioned into two non-empty subsets 	 and Γ such that the setwise stabiliser of 	
in PG is trivial. Since the setwise stabiliser of Γ must then also be trivial, we may assume without
loss of generality that |	| |Γ |. Clearly |	| 4, so we may partition 	 into two non-empty subsets
	1 and 	2 such that neither |	1| nor |	2| is |Γ |. Let x and y be generators for T (which is possible
by [1]), and deﬁne ti to be 1 if i ∈ 	1, x if i ∈ 	2, and y if i ∈ Γ . Let ω := D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ).
Let (α, . . . ,α)π be an element of G ﬁxing ω. Deﬁne a function g : {1, . . . ,k} →N by mapping i to
the number of entries in column i of Oω that are 1, where Oω is as deﬁned above. Writing 	3 = Γ ,
we have g(i) = |	 j | if i ∈ 	 j . Then g(i) 
= g( j) for all i ∈ Γ and j ∈ 	, but g(i) = g(iπ) for all i since
by Lemma 3.1, the entries of column iπ are a permutation of the entries of column i. Hence Γ π = Γ ,
so π is the identity. But then for any i ∈ 	1, tiπ = ti = 1, so by Lemma 3.2, α must ﬁx both x and y
and is therefore the identity. Thus {D, D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk )} is a base for G . 
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case when the top group is alternating or symmetric.
Lemma 3.4. Let t1, . . . , tk denote elements of T such that at least two of the ti are trivial, at least one is non-
trivial, and if ti and t j are non-trivial and i 
= j then ti 
= t j . If (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G ﬁxes D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ), then
tiα = tiπ for all i.
Proof. Let ω := D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ), and let ri denote the order of ti . Also, let m be the number of non-
trivial ti . To begin, assume that ti 
= 1 if i ∈ [m] and that ti = 1 otherwise. Then
Oω =
(
A B
BT 1k−m
)
,
where A is a symmetric m×m matrix whose diagonal entries are 1 and whose remaining entries are
integers at least 2, B is an m× (k−m) matrix with i-th row (ri, . . . , ri), and 1k−m is a (k−m)× (k−m)
matrix in which every entry is 1. Since k −m  2, columns m + 1 through k each have at least two
entries that are 1, and these are the only such columns; hence π must permute these columns, which
implies that tiπ = 1 for i m + 1. The result then follows from Lemma 3.2. The proof of the general
case is essentially the same since then the entries in each column of Oω will be a permutation of the
entries in a column of the matrix above. 
A result of Malle, Saxl and Weigel [31] states that every ﬁnite non-abelian simple group other
than U3(3) is generated by an involution and a strongly real element, which is an element that
can be conjugated to its inverse by an involution. Since U3(3) is generated by an involution and an
element of order 6 by [14], it follows that every ﬁnite non-abelian simple group is generated by two
elements, one of which can be taken to be an involution. Since two involutions generate a dihedral
group, the two generators must have different orders. This makes the next two lemmas useful. For
x, y ∈ T , let T (x, y) denote the set of non-trivial elements of T whose orders are different to the
orders of x and y.
Lemma3.5. Suppose that T = 〈x, y〉where x and y have different orders, and suppose that k 4 and PG 
= Sk.
If PG has base size at most |T (x, y)| + 2 in its action on [k], then b(G) = 2.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that {1,2, . . . ,m} is a base of minimal size for PG .
Since PG is primitive and PG 
= Sk , it follows that PG contains no transpositions; thus we may con-
clude that k m + 2. Let t1 := x, t2 := y, ti := 1 for max{3,m + 1} i  k, and when m  3, choose
t3, . . . , tm to be distinct elements of T (x, y). Suppose that (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G ﬁxes D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ). Then
the conditions of Lemma 3.4 are met, so tiα = tiπ for all i. But α preserves order, so α ﬁxes x and y
and is therefore the identity. Then since the ti are distinct for i ∈ [m], π is the identity on [m]. Hence
π is the identity, and it follows that {D, D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk )} is a base for G . 
There is a classical result of Bochert [4] from the nineteenth century which states that every
primitive permutation group of degree k that does not contain Ak has a base of size at most k/2 (see
[15, Theorem 3.3B] for a proof). This makes the following consequence of Lemma 3.5 possible.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that T = 〈x, y〉 where x and y have different orders, and let C be a non-trivial conjugacy
class of T with minimal cardinality. If Ak  PG and k 2|C | + 4, then b(G) = 2.
Proof. Certainly |C | |T (x, y)| since 3 distinct primes divide |T |, while PG has a base of size at most
k/2 by Bochert [4]. Thus the assumption that k  2|C | + 4 implies that PG has base size at most
|T (x, y)| + 2 in its action on [k]. Note that k  5 since Ak  PG and PG is primitive. Hence we may
apply Lemma 3.5. 
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Proof. By Malle, Saxl and Weigel [31, Theorem B], T is generated by elements x and y with different
orders. Let p(T ) denote the minimal index of a proper subgroup of T . Then by Lemma 3.6, G has
base size 2 if 32 2p(T ) + 4, so we may assume that p(T ) 13. Note that |T | 13!/2 since T can
be embedded in the alternating group on p(T ) points. If T is a classical group of Lie type, then values
for p(T ) can be found in [33,42], and if T is an exceptional group of Lie type, then values for p(T )
can be found in [39–41]. Of course p(Am) = m, and if T is sporadic (and of order less than 13!/2),
then values for p(T ) can be found in [14]. Using these, we see that T must be one of L2(7), L2(8),
L2(11), L3(3), M11, M12 or Am for 5  m  13. However, it can be seen using [14] that, with the
exception of A5, none of these groups has a conjugacy class of size less than 13, and so b(G) = 2 by
Lemma 3.6. Lastly, A5 is (2,3)-generated and has 24 elements of order 5, while PG has a base of size
at most 32/2 by Bochert [4], so b(G) = 2 by Lemma 3.5. 
Together, Propositions 3.3 and 3.7 imply that b(G) = 2 when Ak  PG , which establishes Theo-
rem 1.1. Note that Pyber’s conjecture (Theorem 1.3) is therefore true when Ak  PG .
We now move on to consider those diagonal type groups G for which PG does contain the al-
ternating group Ak . Here it is readily seen that we will not always have base size 2: if k > |T |, then
every element of Ω \ {D} is determined by a k-tuple of elements of T whose coordinates contain at
least one repeat, and so W (k, T ) does not have base size 2. In fact, we will see that b(G) 
= 2 when
k |T |. We begin by constructing a base for G .
Proposition 3.8. G has a base of size
⌈
log(k − |T | + 1)
log |T |
⌉
+ 2
if k > |T |, and a base of size 3 if 5 k |T |.
Proof. Assume that k 5. Then m := min (|T | − 1,k − 2) is at least 3. Deﬁne the positive integer
r :=
{⌈ log (k−|T |+1)
log |T |
⌉
if k > |T |,
1 if k |T |.
For j such that m < j  k, let d j,0, . . . ,d j,r−1 denote the ﬁrst r digits of the base |T | representation of
j −m− 1; this is reasonable since |T |r−1  k−m− 1 < |T |r . Let x and y be generators for T (by [1]).
Since |T | is divisible by at least 3 distinct primes, we may choose some non-trivial z from T whose
order is different to that of x and y. Enumerating the elements of T as t0, . . . , t|T |−1 where t0 := 1,
t1 := x, t2 := y and t3 := z, we may deﬁne
ui, j :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
t j if i = 2 and 1 j m,
x if i = 3 and j = 1,
z if i = 3 and j = 2,
td j,i−3 if 3 i  r + 2 andm < j  k,
1 otherwise,
where 1  i  r + 2 and 1  j  k. For 1  i  r + 2, let ωi denote the element D(ϕui,1 , . . . , ϕui,k )
of Ω . We claim that B := {ω1, . . . ,ωr+2} is a base for G . Note that |B| = r + 2, for if ωi = ωi′ for
some distinct i and i′ , then there exists t ∈ T for which ui, j = tui′, j for all j. But then we must have
i, i′  4, which implies that t = 1, and so d j,i−3 = d j,i′−3 for every j > m. This is certainly not the
case; for example, take j = |T |i−3 +m + 1.
Let (α, . . . ,α)π be an element of Gω1 that ﬁxes ωi for all 2 i  r + 2. Since u2,1, . . . ,u2,k satisfy
the conditions of Lemma 3.4, we get that u2, jα = u2, jπ for all j, and so [m]π = [m]. Now u2,3 = z
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implies that u3, jα = u3, jπ for all j by Lemma 3.2. But 1π  m, so u3,1π ∈ {x, z,1}; this together
with the fact that u3,1α = u3,1π forces 1π = 1. Similarly, 2π = 2, but then u2, jα equalling u2, jπ for
j ∈ {1,2} implies that xα = x and yα = y, so α is the identity. Moreover, for any i  4 we have
that ui,1π = ui,1 = 1, so it follows from Lemma 3.2 that ui, jπ = ui, j for all i and j. In other words,
for every j, the j-th and jπ -th columns of the (r + 2) × k matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is ui, j are
the same. However, by construction columns 1, . . . ,m are distinct from one another, as are columns
m + 1, . . . ,k. Recalling that [m]π = [m], it follows that π is the identity. 
Note that the CFSG was only used in the proof above to obtain that T is 2-generated. This assump-
tion can be removed if k is suﬃciently larger than |T |: let x1, . . . , xs be a set of generators for T , and
in the construction of B above, change x to x1, y to x2, and ui+1,2 to xi for 3 i  s. The proof re-
mains unchanged until we obtain x1α = x1 and x2α = x2. Since ui,1π = ui,1 = 1 for i  4, Lemma 3.2
implies that ui, jα = ui, jπ for all i and j, but 2π = 2, so xiα = xi for all i. The remainder of the proof
is the same. To get a crude idea of how large k needs to be, note that T has a generating set of size at
most log2 |T | (as any ﬁnite group does), so we need log2 |T | + 1 to be at most r + 2 for this argument
to work. Hence for k |T |log2 |T | , the upper bound on the base size of G in Proposition 3.8 is obtained
without the CFSG.
Now we consider small values for k. The following will be used when k = 2.
Lemma 3.9. If {D, D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk )} is a base of size 2 for G, then
⋂k
i=1 CT (ti) = {1}.
Proof. If t ∈⋂ki=1 CT (ti), then (t−1i t1)ϕt = t−1i t1 for all i. But (ϕt , . . . , ϕt) ∈ G , and (ϕt , . . . , ϕt) ﬁxes
D(ϕt1 , . . . , ϕtk ) by Lemma 3.1, so t = 1. 
Proposition 3.10. If PG = Ak, then b(G) = 3 when k = 2, and b(G) = 2 when k is 3 or 4. If PG = Sk, then
b(G) ∈ {3,4} when k = 2, and b(G) ∈ {2,3} when k is 3 or 4.
Proof. Let x and y be generators for T (by [1]). First assume that k = 2. Then {D, D(ϕx,1), D(ϕy,1)}
or {D, D(ϕx,1), D(ϕy,1), D(ϕxy,1)} is a base for G when PG is 1 or S2 respectively by Lemma 3.1.
Moreover, b(G) 
= 2 in these cases since {D, D(ϕt ,1)} is not a base for G for any t ∈ T by Lemma 3.9.
Let z be a non-trivial element of T with order different to that of x and y, and suppose that k is 3
or 4. Then Lemma 3.4 implies that {D, D(ϕx,1,1), D(1,ϕy,1)} or {D, D(ϕx,ϕz,1,1), D(1,1,ϕy,1)} is
a base for G when PG is S3 or S4 respectively. Since the natural action of A4 has base size 2, it
follows from Lemma 3.5 and [31, Theorem B] that b(G) = 2 when k = 4 and PG = A4. This leaves us
with the case k = 3 and PG = A3. By [31, Theorem B], we may assume that y is an involution. Then
a consideration of the matrix OD(ϕx,ϕy ,1) shows that {D, D(ϕx,ϕy,1)} is a base for G . 
We are now able to prove Pyber’s conjecture for groups of diagonal type.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let G be a group of diagonal type with socle T k . It is well known that
kk/ek−1  k! for any integer k 2. If Ak  PG , then
(
k|T |
e
)k−1
 1
2
(
kk
ek−1
)
|T |k−1  |PG ||T |k−1  |GD ||T |k−1 = |G|,
from which we obtain
log(k|T |/e)
log |T | 
log |G|
log |T |k−1 .
But k−|T |+1 k|T |/e, so when Ak  PG and k > |T |, Proposition 3.8 implies that G satisﬁes Pyber’s
conjecture and, in particular, the bound in the statement of Theorem 1.3. Since b(G) is constant and
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log |G|/ log |T |k−1 2, the proof is complete. 
In fact, since log |G|/ log |T |k−1  b(G) (see the Introduction), this proof provides a lower bound for
b(G) whose value is the case aG = 1 of Theorem 1.2 when e|T |l < k  |T |l+1 for some non-negative
integer l. However, this can be improved upon. To do so, we need to know more about the structure
of G .
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that Ak  PG . If there exists an odd integer s with 1 < s  k such that s is relatively
prime to the order of every element of Out(T ), then Inn(T )k  Ak  G.
Proof. If π is an s-cycle, then π ∈ Ak  PG , so (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G for some α ∈ Aut(T ) whose image α
in Out(T ) has order r, say. Certainly (αr, . . . ,αr)π r ∈ G , but G contains Inn(T )k , so π r is an element
of G . Hence π is as well. As π was an arbitrary s-cycle, the group G contains every s-cycle. But the
s-cycles generate Ak , so Inn(T )k  Ak  G . 
The next result provides a lower bound on b(G) which will allow us to prove that b(G) 
logk/ log |T | + 1 for Theorem 1.2. In fact, several other lower bounds are proved under somewhat
specialised conditions; this is done to show that Theorem 1.2 is essentially best possible.
Proposition 3.12. Suppose that Ak  PG , and let l be a positive integer. Suppose that either k > |T |l , or l = 1
and k = |T |, or Inn(T )k  Sk  G and k is |T |l or |T |l − 1. Then b(G) l + 2.
Proof. Suppose that one of the four assumptions on k and G in the statement of the proposition is
true. Then certainly k |T |−1, but |Out(T )| is much smaller than |T | by the CFSG (see Lemma 4.8, for
example), so we may take the s of Lemma 3.11 to be |Out(T )|+1 if |Out(T )| is even and |Out(T )|+2
otherwise. Thus Inn(T )k  Ak  G .
For ease of notation, let C denote the set of the |T |l columns of length l with entries in T , and
for M an l × m matrix with entries in T , let CM denote the subset of C whose elements are the
columns of M . Note that Aut(T ) acts naturally on C . Suppose that the columns of M are pairwise
distinct. If C αM = CM for some α ∈ Aut(T ), then α determines a permutation on [m]; this we denote
by πα,M . Note that for each row (t1, . . . , tm) of M , we have tiα = tiπα,M for all i.
Choose l distinct elements ω1, . . . ,ωl from Ω \ {D}, and let B be the set {ωi: 1 i  l}. We must
show that B is not a base for GD . For each i, let (ti,1, . . . , ti,k) be one of the |T | choices of k-tuples of
elements in T that correspond to ωi . Let B be the l × k matrix whose (i, j)-th entry is ti, j . Note that
for each i, (t, . . . , t)ωi = ωi for any t ∈ T . This allows us either to choose one element from C to be
column j of B for any one j ∈ [k], or, when an element of C is not in CB , to choose any one element
from C to be in C \CB (with appropriate repercussions for the columns of B in either case).
Suppose that B has three identical columns, say j1, j2 and j3. Then (1, . . . ,1)( j1 j2 j3) is an
element of GD that ﬁxes B pointwise, so B is not a base for GD . Similarly, if B has two pairs of
identical columns, then B is not a base for GD , so we may assume that neither scenario occurs in B .
In particular, k |T |l + 1.
Suppose that B has exactly one pair of repeated columns. By relabelling if necessary, we may
assume that the indices of these columns are k − 1 and k. If Inn(T )k  Sk  G , then clearly B is
not a base for GD , so assume otherwise, in which case k = |T |l + 1, or l = 1 and k = |T |. Then CB
is C in the former case and C \ {(t)} for some t ∈ T in the latter. We may assume by the note
above that every entry of column k − 1 is the identity, and therefore the same is true for column k.
Let B∗ be the l × (k − 2) matrix whose j-th column is the j-th column of B for 1  j  k − 2. If
k = |T |l + 1, let α be any non-trivial element of Inn(T ), and if l = 1 and k = |T |, let α be any non-
trivial element of Inn(T ) that ﬁxes t . Then C αB∗ = CB∗ in either case. Since the columns of B∗ are
pairwise distinct by assumption, the permutation πα,B∗ on [k − 2] exists as deﬁned above. Moreover,
πα,B∗ can be made into an even permutation π of [k] by either ﬁxing or interchanging k − 1 and k.
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B pointwise. Thus B is not a base for GD .
Hence we may assume that the columns of B are pairwise distinct. Then k |T |l . If k = |T |l , then
CB = C , and if k = |T |l − 1, then CB = C \ {c} for some c ∈ C ; we may assume that all the entries
of c are the identity. Let α be an element of Inn(T ) for which α2 
= 1. Then C αB = CB in either
case. Again, since the entries of B are pairwise distinct, we have a permutation π := πα,B of [k].
Since ti, jα = ti, jπ for all i and j, Lemma 3.1 implies that (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ D ﬁxes B pointwise; hence
the non-trivial element (α, . . . ,α)2π2 of Inn(T )k  Ak does so as well, and thus B is not a base
for GD . 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Propositions 3.8 and 3.10, we have the desired result if k |T |, so we may
assume that |T |l < k  |T |l+1 for some positive integer l. It follows immediately from Proposition 3.8
that b(G) logk/ log |T |+2. Moreover, b(G) l+2 by Proposition 3.12, so b(G) logk/ log |T |+1.
If we also assume that k  |T |l + |T | − 1, then the upper bound of Proposition 3.8 is equal to
logk/ log |T | + 1 since k > |T |l implies that k − |T | + 1 > |T |l−1, so aG = 1 and the proof is com-
plete. 
Note that Proposition 3.12 provides several inﬁnite classes of groups for which the aG of Theo-
rem 1.2 is 2; namely, aG = 2 when k = |T | or when G contains Inn(T )k  Sk and k is |T |l or |T |l − 1
for any positive integer l. Additionally, it can be shown that if m is 5 or 6, then b(Inn(Am)2  S2) = 3
while b(W (2, Am)) = 4. (GAP [18] was used to verify this when m = 6.) Thus Theorem 1.2 is essen-
tially best possible.
Furthermore, Proposition 3.12 implies that b(G) 
= 2 when k  |T |, and if 2 < k < |T |, then we
know that b(G) ∈ {2,3} by Propositions 3.8 and 3.10. At this stage, it remains unclear whether we can
determine when b(G) = 2 more precisely than this. The main diﬃculty here lies in the possibility of
the existence of two groups of diagonal type with the same socle and top group but different base
sizes; indeed, none of the methods we have seen so far can distinguish the base sizes of two such
groups. However, as mentioned in the Introduction, we will see in Section 4 that for a particular
ﬁxed k that is at least 5, there are only ﬁnitely many groups of diagonal type with a degree k top
group which do not have base size 2.
4. Probabilistic results
In this section, let T be a ﬁnite non-abelian simple group. The following argument has been made
by Liebeck and Shalev [27]. Let G be a transitive permutation group on Ω . Let Q (G,b) denote the
proportion of b-tuples in Ωb that are not (ordered) bases for G . If x ∈ G , the proportion of points in Ω
that are ﬁxed by x is |ﬁx(x)|/|Ω|, so the proportion of b-tuples that are ﬁxed by x is (|ﬁx(x)|/|Ω|)b .
Moreover, if a b-tuple is not a base for G , then it is ﬁxed by some element in G of prime order.
Let X be the set of elements in G of prime order, and let x1, . . . , xl be a set of representatives for
the G-conjugacy classes of elements in X . Then since |ﬁx(x)|/|Ω| = |Gω ∩ xG |/|xG | for any ω ∈ Ω by
transitivity, we have
Q (G,b)
∑
x∈X
( |ﬁx(x)|
|Ω|
)b
=
∑
x∈X
( |Gω ∩ xG |
|xG |
)b
=
l∑
i=1
|Gω ∩ xGi |b
|xGi |b−1
.
In particular, it follows that if
l∑
i=1
|Gω ∩ xGi |2|CG(xi)|
|G| → 0
as |G| → ∞ for some ω ∈ Ω , then almost any pair of elements in Ω forms a base for G . Note that
we may choose x1, . . . , xl to be elements of Gω since |Gω ∩ xGi | = 0 if no G-conjugate of xi lies in Gω .
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G-conjugacy classes of elements in the stabiliser GD of D = D(k, T ) in G which have prime order.
Deﬁne
R1(G) :=
{
(α, . . . ,α)π ∈ R(G): π is ﬁxed-point-free on [k]},
R2(G) :=
{
(α, . . . ,α)π ∈ R(G): π = 1},
R3(G) :=
{
(α, . . . ,α)π ∈ R(G): π 
= 1 and iπ = i for some i ∈ [k]},
and for 1 i  3, deﬁne
ri(G) :=
∑
x∈Ri(G)
|GD ∩ xG |2|CG(x)|
|G| .
Thus Q (G,2) r1(G) + r2(G) + r3(G). We write −→α for the tuple (α, . . . ,α) and C for some absolute
constant which need not and will not be determined (though it could be). Such methodology will also
apply to another absolute constant c > 1, though it will be obvious what c needs to be.
We need to prove the following three lemmas; for the second, note that p(T ) denotes the minimal
index of a proper subgroup of T .
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a primitive subgroup of Sk that does not contain Ak, and let G := A(k, T ) P . Then
r1(G)
C
ck|T | 16
for some absolute constants C and c > 1.
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a primitive subgroup of Sk where k 5, and let G := A(k, T ) P . Then
r2(G)
C
p(T )k− 194
for some absolute constant C .
Lemma 4.3. Let P be a primitive subgroup of Sk that does not contain Ak, and let G := A(k, T ) P . Then
r3(G)
C
|T | 13
(
1
ck
+ 1√
k
)
for some absolute constants C and c > 1.
In fact, Lemma 4.3 is primarily a consequence of the following more general result, which we
record here and prove separately from Lemma 4.3 as it has applications to the probabilistic side of
the base size problem for other types of primitive permutation groups, such as the groups of twisted
wreath type (in [16]).
Lemma 4.4. Let P be a primitive subgroup of Sk that does not contain Ak, and let T be a ﬁnite non-abelian
simple group. Then for some absolute constants C and c > 1, we have
∑
π∈R(P )
|π P |
|T |k−rπ− 53
 C
(
1
ck
+ 1√
k
)
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denotes the number of cycles in the full cycle decomposition of π in Sk, including ﬁxed points.
If we assume that Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 are true, then Theorem 1.4 can be proved easily, as we
now see.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Note that k 5 since for k 4 the only primitive permutation groups of degree
k are Ak and Sk . Then by Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3,
Q
((
A(k, T ) PG
)
,2
)
 C
(
1
ck|T | 16
+ 1
p(T )k− 194
+ 1
|T | 13 ck
+ 1
|T | 13 √k
)
for some absolute constants C and c > 1. Because T can be embedded in the alternating group
on p(T ) points, it follows that p(T ) → ∞ as |T | → ∞. Thus Q ((A(k, T )  PG),2) converges to
0 as |T | → ∞ or k → ∞. Since G  A(k, T )  PG  W (k, T ), any base for A(k, T )  PG is also a
base for G . Thus Q (G,2) Q ((A(k, T ) PG),2). Also, clearly |G| |Aut(T )||T |k−1|PG | |T |!|T |k−1k!,
so |T | → ∞ or k → ∞ when |G| → ∞. Thus Q (G,2) will indeed converge to 0 as |G| tends to
inﬁnity. 
In order to prove the three lemmas, we ﬁrst need to calculate the sizes of conjugacy classes and
centralisers of various elements of D(k, T ).
Lemma 4.5. Let P be a subgroup of Sk, let G := A(k, T )  P , and let (α, . . . ,α)π ∈ G where π has a ﬁxed
point on [k]. Then
(α, . . . ,α)πG ∩ GD =
{(
α′, . . . ,α′
)
π ′: α′ ∈ αAut(T ), π ′ ∈ π P}.
In particular, |(α, . . . ,α)πG ∩ GD | = |αAut(T )||π P |.
Proof. Suppose that α′ := β−1αβ for any β ∈ Aut(T ) and π ′ := σ−1πσ for any σ ∈ P . Then
(β, . . . , β)σ conjugates (α, . . . ,α)π to (α′, . . . ,α′)π ′ in G . On the other hand, if (α1, . . . ,αk)σ conju-
gates (α, . . . ,α)π to (α′, . . . ,α′)π ′ in G , then σ−1πσ = π ′ and α−1i ααiπ = α′ for all i. Since π has
a ﬁxed point, the result follows. 
The proof of Lemma 4.5 should give the reader some indication of why it is not only convenient
to work with the group A(k, T ) P but also necessary, as we lose control of the sizes of R2(G) and
R3(G) for an arbitrary group of diagonal type G .
Lemma 4.6. Let P be a subgroup of Sk, let G := A(k, T ) P , and let (α, . . . ,α)π be an element of G of prime
order p. Then |CG((α, . . . ,α)π)| is either
∣∣CP (π)∣∣∣∣COut(T )(α)∣∣|T | kp (1)
if π is ﬁxed-point-free on [k], or
∣∣CP (π)∣∣∣∣CAut(T )(α)∣∣∣∣CInn(T )(α)∣∣ﬁx[k](π)−1|T | 1p (k−ﬁx[k](π)) (2)
if π has a ﬁxed point on [k].
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for which β ∈ COut(T )(α) but β /∈ CAut(T )(α). In fact, if π is ﬁxed-point-free, then the two expressions
for |CG((α, . . . ,α)π)| agree precisely when CAut(T )(α)/CInn(T )(α) is isomorphic to COut(T )(α).
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Let fπ := ﬁx[k](π), let cπ be the number of non-trivial cycles of π so that
cπ = (k− fπ )/p, and let rπ := cπ + fπ . The element (α1, . . . ,αk)σ ∈ Aut(T )k  Sk is in G and centralises
(α, . . . ,α)π if and only if all three of the following conditions occur: σ centralises π in P , α−1αiα =
αiπ for all i, and αi and α j are in the same coset of Inn(T ) for all i and j. There are precisely |CP (π)|
elements of P satisfying the ﬁrst condition, and this condition is independent of the other two, so we
assume that σ is ﬁxed and count how many occurrences of the latter conditions are possible.
Note that if α is trivial, then α−1αiα = αiπ for all i if and only if αi = α j whenever i and j are in
the same cycle of the full cycle decomposition of π . Thus there are |Out(T )||T |rπ tuples (α1, . . . ,αk)
satisfying both conditions. The desired equality then follows in either case for π , so we may assume
that α is non-trivial, in which case α has prime order p.
Suppose, ﬁrst of all, that i0 is moved by π . Then i0 is contained in a p-cycle in the full cy-
cle decomposition of π as π must have the same prime order as α. Let us assume that this
p-cycle is (12 · · · p) and that i0 is 1. If α−1αiα = αiπ and α1 = αi for all i, then, in particular,
[α1,α] ∈ Inn(T ) and the elements α2, . . . ,αp are determined by α1 and α. Conversely, if we are
given α1 ∈ Aut(T ) such that [α1,α] ∈ Inn(T ), deﬁne αi+1 := α−iα1αi for each i ∈ [p − 1]. Then
α−1αiα = αiπ for all i ∈ [p] since α has order p. Moreover, [α1,αi] ∈ Inn(T ) for all i ∈ [p] since
[α1,αi] = [α1,αi−1]α1−i[α1,α]αi−1 for all such i; thus α1 = αi for all i ∈ [p]. Since this argument
does not depend on the choice of i0 or on the letters of the p-cycle, and since for β ∈ Aut(T ),
[β,α] ∈ Inn(T ) if and only if β ∈ COut(T )(α), it follows that there are at most |COut(T )(α)| choices
for the coset of Inn(T ) from which the αi may be chosen, and for each such coset there are at most
|T | choices corresponding to each non-trivial cycle of π . If π is ﬁxed-point-free, then all these choices
are possible. Since cπ = k/p, Eq. (1) follows.
Suppose then that π has a ﬁxed point i0. Certainly α−1αiα = αiπ and αi0 = αi for all ﬁxed points i
if and only if αi0 ∈ CAut(T )(α) and α−1i0 αi ∈ CInn(T )(α) for all ﬁxed points i 
= i0. Hence there are at
most |CAut(T )(α)||CInn(T )(α)| fπ−1 choices for {αi: iπ = i}, and if π is trivial, then all these choices are
possible, in which case Eq. (2) is true. Suppose that π 
= 1, and let {αi: iπ = i} be one of the choices
described above. Then since αi0 ∈ COut(T )(α) for any i0 ﬁxed by π , any element of the coset αi0 may
be chosen to determine the α j corresponding to any non-trivial cycle of π as above. Thus each of the
choices for {αi: iπ = i} not only occurs but does so |T |cπ times. Eq. (2) then follows. 
There are several occasions when we will need to bound the number of conjugacy classes of
elements of prime order in a group, so we set up some notation for this. Let X be a ﬁnite group. If C
is a union of conjugacy classes of X , we write fC(X) for the number of conjugacy classes contained
in C . Also, we write f (X) for f X (X), and when C consists of the elements of prime order in X , we
write f p(X) for fC(X). Let Y be a subgroup of X . Gallagher noted in [17] that f (X) [X : Y ] f (Y ) and
f (Y ) [X : Y ] f (X) and gave elementary proofs of these facts. The latter can easily be generalised to
fC(Y ) for any union of conjugacy classes C in Y , which we now do.
Lemma 4.7. Let X be a ﬁnite group with subgroup Y . Let C ⊆ C′ be unions of conjugacy classes of Y and X
respectively. Then fC(Y ) [X : Y ] fC′ (X). In particular, f p(Y ) [X : Y ] f p(X).
Proof. We adapt Gallagher’s proof in [17] as follows. First we obtain a formula for fC(Y ):
1
|Y |
∑
y∈C
∣∣CY (y)∣∣=∑
y∈C
1
|yY | = fC(Y ).
Of course, this formula can be used to determine fC′ (X) as well. Since C ⊆ C′ and CY (y) CX (y) for
all y ∈ C , the result follows. 
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since |Out(T )| and |T | are known for every simple group T (see [22, Section 5.1], for example, for
lists of these quantities), so a proof is omitted. For the second, note that l(T ) denotes the untwisted
Lie rank of a simple group T of Lie type; when T is a twisted group, this is simply the Lie rank of
the corresponding untwisted group. Recall that p(T ) denotes the minimal index of a proper subgroup
of T .
Lemma 4.8. Let T be a non-abelian simple group. Then |Out(T )|3 < |T |.
Lemma 4.9. Let T be a simple group of Lie type over Fq where T 
= Lm(2) for any m. Then
∣∣Out(T )∣∣2(6q)l(T )  Cp(T )11/4
for some absolute constant C .
Proof. Note that the presence of the absolute constant C allows us to ignore ﬁnitely many T . Write
q = p f where p is a prime and f is a positive integer. Values for |Out(T )| may be found in
[22, Section 5.1], for example.
Suppose that T is an exceptional group. Since l(T ) is constant and |Out(T )| is bounded above by
a constant multiple of q, it suﬃces to show that l(T ) + 2 is at most (11/4)b(T ) for some constant
b(T ) for which p(T )  qb(T ) . If T is 2B2(q) or 2G2(q), then l(T ) = 2 and we may take b(T ) = 2
by [41]. Otherwise, we have l(T ) 8 and we may take b(T ) = 4 by [39–41]. In both cases, the desired
inequality is satisﬁed.
Let T be one of the following groups: P Sp2m(q) where m  2, Ω2m+1(q) where m  3, PΩ+2m(q)
where m  4, or PΩ−2m(q) where m  4. Then l(T ) = m, p(T )  q2m−2 by [33,42], and |Out(T )| is
at most a constant multiple of q. Since q2(6q)m is at most 36q2(2m−2) , it follows that T satisﬁes the
desired inequality.
Let T be Um(q) where m  3. Then l(T ) = m − 1, p(T )  q2m−4 by [33], and |Out(T )| is at most
a constant multiple of (q + 1) f . Since (q + 1)2 f 2  q7/2 and q7/2(6q)m−1  36q(11/4)(2m−4) , we have
veriﬁed the desired inequality.
Finally, suppose that T is Lm(q) where m 2. We may assume that T 
= L2(9). Then l(T ) =m − 1,
p(T ) qm−1 by [33], and |Out(T )| is at most a constant multiple of (q − 1) f . Note that (q − 1)2 f 2 
q7/2. If m 3, then since q 3 (by assumption), it follows that q7/2(6q)m−1 is at most 36q(11/4)(m−1) ,
so T satisﬁes the desired inequality. If m = 2, then |Out(T )| is at most a constant multiple of f , and
since f 2q q11/4, the proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to prove the four lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. If −→απ ∈ R1(G) where π has prime order p, then k/p is an integer and is there-
fore bounded above by k/2. Since P = PG , Eq. (1) of Lemma 4.6 then implies that
max−→απ∈R1(G)
∣∣CG(−→απ)∣∣ ∣∣Out(T )∣∣|P ||T |⌊ k2 ⌋.
Note that |GD | = |Out(T )||T ||P | and |G| = |GD ||T |k−1. Then
r1(G)
|GD |2
|G| max−→απ∈R1(G)
∣∣CG(−→απ)∣∣ |Out(T )|2|P |2|T |⌈ k2 ⌉−2 .
By a classiﬁcation-free result of Praeger and Saxl [34], since P is primitive and does not contain Ak ,
we know that the order of P is bounded above by 4k . Moreover, we have |Out(T )|2  |T |2/3 by
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k/2 − 17/6 is positive. Suppose that T is not A5 or L2(7). Then |T | 360, so
|Out(T )|2|P |2
|T |
⌈ k
2
⌉−2 
16k
|T | 16 360
⌈ k
2
⌉− 176 
360
17
6
|T | 16
(
16√
360
)k
,
which is our desired bound. Furthermore, by [3, Corollary 1.2], which is a classiﬁcation-free result of
Babai, again since P is primitive and does not contain Ak , we know that |P |  exp(4
√
k(logk)2) for
suﬃciently large k. Note that k is eventually larger than 8
√
k(logk)2. Suppose that T is A5 or L2(7).
Then |Out(T )| = 2, so
|Out(T )|2|P |2
|T |
⌈ k
2
⌉−2 
4e8
√
k(logk)2
|T | 16 60
⌈ k
2
⌉− 136 
4 · 60 136
|T | 16
(
e√
60
)k
for suﬃciently large k. Since only ﬁnitely many G have been omitted from our argument, the proof is
complete. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Note that if R(T ) is a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of ele-
ments of prime order in Aut(T ), then we may assume that R2(G) = {−→α : α ∈ R(T )} by Lemma 4.5. By
applying Lemma 4.5 and Eq. (2) of Lemma 4.6 with π = 1, we get the following.
|G|r2(G) =
∑
α∈R(T )
(∣∣Aut(T )∣∣2∣∣CAut(T )(α)∣∣−2)(|P |∣∣CAut(T )(α)∣∣∣∣CInn(T )(α)∣∣k−1)

∣∣Aut(T )∣∣2|P | ∑
α∈R(T )
∣∣CInn(T )(α)∣∣k−2

∣∣Out(T )∣∣2|T |2|P | f p(Aut(T ))( max
α∈R(T )
∣∣CInn(T )(α)∣∣)k−2.
(Recall that f p(X) denotes the number of conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in a group X .)
Since k − 2 is positive and [T : CInn(T )(α)] p(T ) for every 1 
= α ∈ Aut(T ), if we divide by |G|, then
we see that r2(G) is at most |Out(T )| f p(Aut(T ))p(T )2−k . It therefore suﬃces to show that∣∣Out(T )∣∣ f p(Aut(T )) Cp(T )11/4
for some absolute constant C . Note that we may ignore ﬁnitely many simple groups T should we
wish to due to the presence of the constant. In particular, we may ignore the sporadic groups.
If T is the alternating group Am , then p(T ) = m and Out(T ) is constant. In fact, we have that
Aut(Am) = Sm if m 
= 6, and since
f p(Sm) =
∑
2pm
p prime
⌊
m
p
⌋

∑
2pm
p prime
m
2
 m
2
2
,
it follows that f p(Aut(T ))p(T )−11/4 is bounded above by m−3/4.
Let us assume, then, that T is a simple group of Lie type over Fq . As noted before Lemma 4.7, for
any group X and subgroup Y , it is elementary to show that f (X) [X : Y ] f (Y ). (Note that Lemma 4.7
provides an upper bound on f (Y ) rather than on f (X); see [17] for a proof of the upper bound
on f (X).) Hence f p(Aut(T ))  f (T )|Out(T )|. Moreover, from [25, Theorem 1] we know that f (T )
(6q)l(T ) where l(T ) is the untwisted Lie rank of T . If T is not Lm(2) for any m, then |Out(T )|2(6q)l(T ) 
Cp(T )11/4 for some absolute constant C by Lemma 4.9, and we have veriﬁed the desired inequality.
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proof is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3 assuming Lemma 4.4. Note ﬁrst of all that R3(G) may be empty. If so, then the
result is true, so we may assume otherwise. For π ∈ P of prime order p, as in the proof of Lemma 4.6,
let fπ := ﬁx[k](π), let cπ be the number of non-trivial cycles of π so that cπ = (k − fπ )/p, and let
rπ := cπ + fπ . Since |CInn(T )(α)| |T |, Lemma 4.5 and Eq. (2) of Lemma 4.6 imply that
|G|r3(G)
∑
−→απ∈R3(G)
∣∣αAut(T )∣∣2∣∣π P ∣∣2∣∣CP (π)∣∣∣∣CAut(T )(α)∣∣|T |rπ−1
= ∣∣Out(T )∣∣|P | ∑
−→απ∈R3(G)
∣∣αAut(T )∣∣∣∣π P ∣∣|T |rπ .
Let R(T ) denote a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in
Aut(T ) together with the identity, and let R(P ) denote a set of representatives for the conjugacy
classes of elements of prime order in P that ﬁx a point of [k]. Then by Lemma 4.5 we may assume
without loss of generality that R3(G) ⊆ {−→απ : α ∈ R(T ), π ∈ R(P )}, so
∑
−→απ∈R3(G)
∣∣αAut(T )∣∣∣∣π P ∣∣|T |rπ  ∑
α∈R(T )
∣∣αAut(T )∣∣ ∑
π∈R(P )
∣∣π P ∣∣|T |rπ  |T | 43 ∑
π∈R(P )
∣∣π P ∣∣|T |rπ
since |Out(T )| |T |1/3 by Lemma 4.8. Then the proof is complete by Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. For π ∈ P of prime order p, as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, let fπ := ﬁx[k](π),
let cπ be the number of non-trivial cycles of π so that cπ = (k − fπ )/p, and let rπ := cπ + fπ . As
in the statement of the lemma, let R(P ) denote a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of
elements of prime order in P . We want to prove that
∑
π∈R(P )
|π P |
|T |k−rπ− 53
 C
(
1
ck
+ 1√
k
)
(3)
for some absolute constants C and c > 1. Note that rπ = k − 1 for some π ∈ R(P ) if and only if P
contains a transposition, which is equivalent to P being Sk since P is primitive. Thus the exponent of
|T | in (3) is always positive.
Let π ∈ R(P ) have order p. We may write pcπ = μ(P ) + i for some non-negative integer i where
μ(P ) denotes the minimal degree of P , which is the minimal number of points moved by an element
of P . Then cπ = μ(P )/p + i/p and fπ = k − μ(P ) − i. Since i/p − i  0 and p  2, it follows that
max
π∈R(P )
rπ 
⌊
μ(P )
2
⌋
+ k − μ(P ) = k −
⌈
μ(P )
2
⌉
.
Hence we conclude that (3) is true if the following inequality holds:
|P |
|T |
⌈μ(P )
2
⌉− 53  C
(
1
ck
+ 1√
k
)
. (4)
It will usually be suﬃcient to prove this inequality. The proof now divides into two cases according
to whether μ(P ) k/3 or not. In the ﬁrst, we bound the left-hand side of (3) or (4) by C/ck , and in
the second, we bound the left-hand side of (3) or (4) by C/
√
k.
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Suppose ﬁrst of all that |T | |L3(3)| = 5616 and k > 6. Since |P | 4k by [34] and k/6 − 5/3 is
positive,
|P |
|T |
⌈μ(P )
2
⌉− 53 
4k
5616
⌈ k
6
⌉− 53  5616
5
3
(
4
6
√
5616
)k
,
which is the upper bound we desire. Suppose instead that |T | < 5616. For suﬃciently large k, we
know that |P | is at most exp(4√k(logk)2) by [3, Corollary 1.2]. Since k is eventually larger than
24
√
k(logk)2, it follows that
|P |
|T |
⌈μ(P )
2
⌉− 53  60
5
3
(
e24
√
k(logk)2
60k
) 1
6
 60 53
(
e
60
) k
6
for suﬃciently large k, which is again the upper bound we desire. Lastly, suppose that k = 5 or 6
(which we may do since P must contain Ak when k  4). Note that the left-hand side of (3) is
bounded above by |P ||T |5/3−k+rπ∗ where π∗ ∈ R(P ) achieves the maximum. Since k − rπ∗  2, we
may replace |T | by 60, and since |P | and rπ∗ are constant, this establishes Eq. (3). Only ﬁnitely
many G have been excluded from our argument, so this case is complete.
Case 2: μ(P ) < k/3.
Let Ωm,l denote the set of subsets of [m] of size l. Then by Liebeck and Saxl [26, Theorem 2], our
assumption on μ(P ) forces P to be a subgroup of Sm r Sr that contains Arm and acts by the product
action on Ωrm,l for some m 5, r  1 and 1 l <m/2. Note that this action is primitive and faithful,
that (r, l) is not (1,1) by assumption, and that k = (ml )r . Let
g(m, r, l) :=
(
m − 2
l − 1
)(
m
l
)r−1
.
Observe that ((12),1, . . . ,1) ∈ Srm moves 2g(m, r, l) points of Ωrm,l while no element of Sm r Sr
moves fewer; hence g(m, r, l)μ(P )/2. It is certainly true that mmr 
√
k and |P |mmrrr , so since
g(m, r, l) 
= 1 and |T | 60, it follows that (4) is true if we can show that
2mr logm + r log r  g(m, r, l) log60+ C (5)
for some absolute constant C . If r  3, then Eq. (5) holds since g(m, r, l)mr−1; if r = 2 and l  2,
then Eq. (5) holds since g(m,2, l)m2; and if r = 1 and l  3, then Eq. (5) holds since g(m,1, l) 
(m−3)2/2 (and since l <m/2 forces m > 6). Thus the cases when (r, l) is (1,2) or (2,1) remain; note
that for either one, the left-hand side of Eq. (4) tends to inﬁnity if T is ﬁxed and m tends to inﬁnity.
We therefore establish Eq. (3) instead.
Suppose that (r, l) is (1,2). Recall that P is Am or Sm acting (faithfully) on the set Ωm,2 of
2-subsets of [m] where m  5. In the proof of Lemma 4.2, we saw that f p(Sm)  m2/2, and so
f p(P ) m2. But m 
√
k, so Eq. (3) will be true if we can show that |π P |60rπ−k is bounded above
by m−3 for each π ∈ R(P ). To this end, let π be an element of P of prime order p. Then the full
cycle decomposition of π in Sm consists of t cycles of length p for some t such that 1 t  m/p.
Certainly |π P |mpt . Moreover, we have k − rπ = (1 − 1/p)(k − fπ ) (k − fπ )/2 and log60 > 4, so
it suﬃces to show that
(pt + 3) logm 2(k − fπ ). (6)
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members of ﬁx[m](π), or the full cycle decomposition of π in Sm contains the transposition (i j).
Hence
fπ =
∣∣ﬁxΩm,2(π)∣∣=
{(m−pt
2
)
if p  3,(m−2t
2
)+ t if p = 2.
By evaluating 2(k − fπ ) and rearranging Eq. (6), it follows that Eq. (3) is true if
(pt + 3) logm + p2t2 + pt +
{
0 if p  3
2t if p = 2
}
 2mpt (7)
for all primes p and integers t such that 1 t  m/p. Since pt + 1m + 1 4m/3, it follows that
p2t2 + pt  4mpt/3. In fact, we also have 4t2 + 4t  8mt/3 since 2t + 2m+ 2 4m/3 when m 6,
and 2t  4 when m = 5. Moreover, the fact that 3 logm  m implies that (pt + 3) logm  2mpt/3
when pt + 3 2pt . Thus Eq. (7) is satisﬁed if p 
= 2 or t 
= 1, and if p = 2 and t = 1, then it is easy to
check that Eq. (7) still holds.
The remaining case to consider is when (r, l) is (2,1). Recall that here P is a subgroup of S2m  C2
that contains A2m and acts via the product action on [m]2 for m  5. Let Q := S2m  C2 and let τ
denote the generator for C2. First we determine the conjugacy classes of elements of prime order
in Q .
Let C be the union of those elements of prime order in Q whose projection onto C2 is trivial,
and let Cτ be the union of those elements of prime order in Q whose projection onto C2 is τ . Then
the elements in C with order p have the form (s1, s2) where s1 and s2 are elements of Sm such that
spi = 1 for both i and s1 or s2 is non-trivial, and the elements of Cτ have the form (s, s−1)τ for any
s ∈ Sm . Note that both C and Cτ are unions of conjugacy classes of Q since S2m  Q . In fact, since
(s,u)−1(s, s−1)τ (s,u) = (u,u−1)τ for any s,u ∈ Sm , it follows that fCτ (Q ) = 1.
Let (s1, s2) ∈ C . Since we may conjugate (s1, s2) by (u1,u2) or (u1,u2)τ for any u1,u2 ∈ Sm , it
follows that (s1, s2)Q = (sSm1 × sSm2 )∪ (sSm2 × sSm1 ). Fix a prime p m. Then in Q there are mp := m/p
conjugacy classes (s1, s1)Q where s1 has order p, and since (s1, s2)Q = (s2, s1)Q , there are
(mp+1
2
)
conjugacy classes (s1, s2)Q where (s1, s2) has order p but s1 and s2 have a different number of
p-cycles on [m] (allowing for the identity, which has no p-cycles). This accounts for all the elements
in C with order p. Then since mp m/2 for any prime p, we obtain
fC(Q ) =
∑
2pm
p prime
mp +
(
mp + 1
2
)

∑
2pm
p prime
m2 + 6m
8
 m
3 + 6m2
8
.
Thus fC(Q ) (3/8)m3.
Since P has index at most 8 in Q , Lemma 4.7 implies that fC∩P (P ) 3m3 and that fCτ ∩P (P ) 8.
But m = √k, so Eq. (3) is true if |π P |60rπ−k is at most a constant multiple of m−4 for all π ∈ R(P )∩C
and at most a constant multiple of m−1 for all π ∈ R(P ) ∩ Cτ where both constants are absolute.
We prove the latter requirement ﬁrst. Let π ∈ Cτ ∩ P . Then |π P |mm−1 since |Cτ | = |Sm|. More-
over, if π = (s, s−1)τ , then the set of ﬁxed points of π on [m]2 is {(i, is): i ∈ [m]}, so 2(k − rπ ) =
k − fπ =m2 −m. Since logm  12 (m − 1) log60, we have that |π P |60rπ−k is bounded above by m−1,
as desired.
Now let π = (s1, s2) be an element of prime order p in C ∩ P , and suppose that for each i the full
cycle decomposition of si in Sm consists of ti p-cycles where 0 ti  m/p and t1 or t2 is non-zero.
Then |(s1, s2)P | 2|sSm1 ||sSm2 | 2mpt1+pt2 . Moreover, the element (s1, s2) ﬁxes (i, j) ∈ [m]2 if and only
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log60 > 4, if we can show that
(pt1 + pt2 + 4) logm + 2p2t1t2  2m(pt1 + pt2),
then |π P |60rπ−k is bounded above by 2m−4, as desired. Since logm/m is at most 1/3 and x := pt1 +
pt2 is at least two, we obtain that (x + 4) logm mx, and since pti m for both i, we obtain that
2p2t1t2 mx. This completes the proof. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.5 by modifying the proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3.
Proof of Theorem1.5. As in the proof of Theorem 1.4, it suﬃces to show that if G = A(k, T ) P where
P is a primitive subgroup of Sk and k 5, then ri(G) converges to 0 for each i as |T | tends to inﬁnity
with k ﬁxed. In the proof of Lemma 4.1, we saw that r1(G) |P |2|T |8/3−k/2 (since |Out(T )|2 < |T |2/3
by Lemma 4.8). But k is at least 5, so r1(G) → 0 as |T | → ∞ with k ﬁxed. Moreover, by Lemma 4.2
the same is true for r2(G) since p(T ) → ∞ as |T | → ∞. Thus it remains to consider r3(G); this will
require some extra work.
For π ∈ P of prime order p, as we have done before, let fπ := ﬁx[k](π), cπ := (k− fπ )/p and rπ :=
cπ + fπ . Also, let R(P ) denote a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of elements of prime
order in P that also ﬁx a point. By Lemma 4.5, we may assume that if −→απ ∈ R3(G), then π ∈ R(P );
moreover, we will assume for simplicity that if π is a transposition, then π = (12). Accordingly, let
R4(G) := {−→απ ∈ R3(G): π = (12)}, and let r4(G) be the sum of r3(G) restricted to elements of R4(G).
Also, let R4(T ) := {α ∈ Aut(T ): −→απ ∈ R4(G)}. Note that R4(T ) contains the identity if it is non-empty.
Suppose for the time being that R4(G) is non-empty. Then P = Sk . By Lemma 4.5 and Eq. (2) of
Lemma 4.6, we have that
r4(G) =
∣∣(12)Sk ∣∣ ∑
α∈R4(T )
|αAut(T )|
|T |
( |CInn(T )(α)|
|T |
)k−3

∣∣(12)Sk ∣∣( 1|T | + |Out(T )|p(T )k−3
)
since [T : CInn(T )(α)] p(T ) if α 
= 1. Then for any primitive P , the proof of Lemma 4.3 and the above
inequality imply that
r3(G)
∣∣(12)Sk ∣∣( 1|T | + |Out(T )|p(T )k−3
)
+
∑
π∈R(P )\{(12)}
|π P |
|T |k−rπ− 53
.
But |Out(T )| Cp(T )11/8 for some absolute constant C by Lemma 4.9 since |Out(T )| is constant if T
is either Lm(2), an alternating group or a sporadic group. This then gives us the desired convergence
since k 5 and k − rπ  2 when π is not a transposition. 
Note that the methods of this section can sometimes be adapted to the cases when either k < 5
and k is ﬁxed as |G| → ∞, or k < |T | and k grows with |T | as |G| → ∞. These results and their
proofs are not included here but can be found in [16]. For example, it is proved that if k  3, then
the proportion of 3-tuples that are bases for G tends to 1 if k is ﬁxed as |G| → ∞. In fact, it looks
likely that a similar result holds when k = 2 and PG is trivial; indeed, it is proved for such groups
that the proportion of 4-tuples that are bases tends to 1 if k is ﬁxed as |G| → ∞ by using stronger
bounds on the numbers of conjugacy classes of non-abelian simple groups. Lastly, it is proved that
the proportion of pairs that are bases tends to 1 as |G| tends to inﬁnity if k is a non-constant function
in the variable |T | for which k4  |T | for all non-abelian simple groups T .
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